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Form: "2021/2022 Program Review" 
Created with : Taskstream  

Participating Area:  Admissions and Records 

Date submitted: 12/06/2021 9:11 pm (PST)  

2021/2022 Program Review 

(REQUIRED) Name of Lead Writer and Manager/Service Area Supervisor 

Raquel Aparicio and Ivonne Alvarez 

(REQUIRED) In what ways (if any) did changes to an online/remote modality due 
to COVID-19 impact student success and equity in your area/program?  Please 
provide evidence.  

This transition has impacted student success & equity by providing access to students 

whether they were at home, at school, or on the go. Admissions were able to meet 

students' needs in a greater capacity. Students can submit forms, petitions, and 

documentation from the comfort of their home, eliminating transportation barriers or any 

physical constraints that would otherwise prevent them from coming into the office in 

person. For Admissions as a whole, Jira has been great for staff and the students. The 

experience on both ends has been positive because there is more accessible for everyone. 

The admissions office streamlined the enrollment process for high school programs by 

improving the communication between high school students, high school liaisons, SDCCD 

Enrollment Services staff, and the three college Admissions staff. For MET and FastTrack 

programs, we had to transition to JIRA for high school form submissions which have aided 

students in being able to submit important forms while being online. 

In the beginning, some students were not aware of the resources we offered online or did 

not know where to check. Some students reported difficulty trying to contact the Admissions 

offices while we were remote. This difficulty was due to exceptionally high call and email 

volume. 

 Admissions constantly adapted and evolved almost daily at the beginning of the pandemic. 

Then progressed every week as needed to cover and resolve all of the students' Admissions 

and Registration needs presented. In general, we've been surprisingly successful helping 

students adapt to remote learning. 

Some students experienced the frustration of technology, the inability to keep up with 

classes, assignments, and tests, and layoffs and illness or death. Admissions classified 

professionals learned to walk students through online forms with CANVAS. Unfortunately, 

many students have not recovered, while others have decided to wait until the campus is 

back to normal, so our regular application numbers and enrollments were lower than 

usual.         

Data to support our answers for July 1, 2020, through June 30, 2021 

12,398 emails replied 

1,239 JIRA Supplemental Applications  

2,188 JIRA forms processed  



7,425 calls picked up from 619-388-2682 

2,008 Residency cleared 

(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to improve/continue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

Most of the implemented practices will continue as we transition to on campus. 

Admissions Office communication did not suffer from being remote since group zoom 

meetings were put in place for the email, JIRA, telephone, and CCAP/ACP teams. 

The adaptation of Jira has positively impacted success and equity by providing an avenue 

for students to update their student records quickly and efficiently through online services. 

Improvements to the JIRA system provide a stable online forms and documents submission 

avenue.  Submitting JIRA forms in person is still a work in progress, as it is a lengthy and 

cumbersome process for our disadvantaged students where technology is a barrier. 

Since not all households could accommodate a work phone, Google Voice has been very 

effective in providing access to all students seeking services. Google Voice allows us to 

identify missed calls, and admissions classified professional follow-ups on these calls. 

Qless is still a work in progress, but it helps manage student traffic when busy. 

Our VA Work Studies have supported us in our Ivy Chats, and we are hoping to expand this 

service by having additional staff involved.  

We changed our business process for our high school programs and began getting 

enrollment reports from SD Unified technical expert Jeff Thomas. As we continue to fine-

tune the high school report, it will help us keep track of all our class rosters. 

Current and prospective international students could keep in touch with all college 

representatives, obtain services, and maintain their F-1 visa status as needed despite the 

harsh impact on their mobility during this pandemic. 

For all students seeking to change their California residency for tuition reasons, we're able 

to send an email and receive a response with the needed information to facilitate their 

request. Although during peak periods, our turnaround time fluctuated outside of the normal 

range for the Admissions and Records Department. , The sensitive nature of the inquiries, 

the details necessary to be analyzed, and the large volume justified the turnaround 

time.  The result is that despite legal status, socioeconomic background, academic level, 

and any other hurdle that students face, all students received residency assistance suitable 

for their specific circumstances along with options or suggestions when available.      

The Admissions team had remarkable participation in the professional workshops and Call to 

Action for our black student population. It has been vital to identifying gaps that were not 

acknowledged previously. 



(REQUIRED) What practices has your area/program implemented since the last 
program review cycle that you would like to change/discontinue? Identify impacts 
on student success and equity.  

All of our newer practices have needed periodic tweaking, but the only one we plan on 

canceling is Google Voice. As staff returns to campus, there is no need for a remote phone 

system.  

Last year, we moved all 8 Allied Health application windows to the spring term. It was too 

heavy of a workload for one Special Admissions Technician. Before the pandemic, only four 

of the programs’ application windows overlapped. We need these application windows to be 

split between the fall and spring semesters to serve our students better. Incidentally, nine 

Allied Health Programs have also increased the workload volume.  

(REQUIRED) What college-wide practices implemented since the last program 
review cycle have affected your area/program positively or negatively? Identify 
impacts on student success and equity.  

The college-wide Call to Action has reawakened an awareness on campus to support our 

students. Not only by adding services and opportunities but also by deconstructing and 

removing barriers for student success. This call has encouraged community, brainstorming 

across student services, and created new task forces.  

                                   

During the pandemic, there were COVID-19 requirements that put Admissions in direct 

contact with the students, and we had to adapt quickly to meet the needs of the students. 

This shift took time to accomplish due to the ever-evolving requirements without being 

intrusive. 

Our ongoing involvement with Call to Action has been a positive and transformative process. 

There have been so many insightful programs, lectures, and meetings that have resulted in 

more awareness and empathy for our socio-economically disadvantaged students, 

particularly our black students. In our office, Call to Action has been a front-burner issue 

since its inception, and it's a topic covered in almost every weekly meeting. 

We created an SD Mesa admissions email, allowing students to reach online, which 

positively impacts students' success. Creating a sdmesaadmissions@sdccd.edu email made 

it easier and more convenient for students to ask us questions and get the information they 

need to succeed. 

We feel that remote classes worked better for newer generation students that are more 

technologically oriented. Conversely, older students likely met with more difficulty due to 

the shift to remote courses. Anecdotally, we heard from the older generation of their 

struggles in online classes.  

We've also taken on additional work supporting Vaccine testing clearance and vaccinations.  
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